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HISTORICAL NOTE
2002, a Hundred Years after Kaposi ± A Post-Holocaust Coup
d'oeuil of Vienna's Jewish Heritage in Dermatology
March 6, 2002 will mark the centenary of Kaposi's death and of the
beginning of the nose-dive of Vienna's fame in the speciality of
dermatology. It took 40 y to make the ®eld ``judenrein'' by
antisemitism and Nazism and another three-quarters of a century
till the rise from the ashes became manifest when Klaus Wolff was
appointed chairman in Innsbruck in 1976 and Georg Stingl joined
him, returning from the NIH. In 1982 Karl Holubar then became
chairman at the dermatology department at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. This demonstrated that Vienna's position in world
dermatology had been fully re-established. Our discipline has
historically been exquisitely Jewish, in Vienna more than else-
where, since, at times, 80% of the members of the Austrian Society
have been Jewish. Daniela Angetter from the Institute for the
History of Medicine at Vienna University has recently devoted a lot
of time to delving into the history of this society and Vienna Jewish
dermatologists (Angetter, in press). Jewish dermatologists had made
the discipline famous in Vienna. Only by opening up again to the
world of international dermatology has the ®eld once more gained
a reputation in Vienna.
Hermann Zeissl, Filipp Joseph Pick, Isidor Neumann, Heinrich
Auspitz, Salomon Ehrmann, Eduard Lang, Benjamin LipschuÈtz,
Erich Urbach, sensu ampliori David Gruby, Salomon Stricker, and
of course Kaposi himself, were all Jewish. An article by Holubar
and the late (Hungarian-Jewish dermatologist) Joseph Frankl
unearthed some unknown details about Kaposi's life and personality
that the reader may ®nd interesting (Holubar and Frankl, 1981),
although Ingber (1983) argued the point about Kaposi's change of
name; however, Holubar and Ingber have not only become good
friends since then but the latter now assumes the post of chairman
the former held in the early 1980s at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. The name change and, indirectly, the change of
denomination by Kaposi, from Judaism to Catholicism, was taken
as a loss of pride in being Jewish. Yes, Kaposi did change his name
and convert, at least vertly, but his tomb (Fig 1) has only a stylized
cross and no cruci®xes and is crowned by a female statue (made by
the sculptor Kundmann, a patient of Hebras) that in fact is his wife,
Martha Hebra, whom he married in 1869.
It was indeed possible to become professor ordinarius and
chairman in Vienna, despite all the hidden or open antisemitism of
the late nineteenth century. Isidor Neumann (1832±1906, of
pemphigus vegetans fame) proved that. We do not want to pursue
this argument further but should like to pose a question, as a
dermatologist-historian and a professional medico-historian, both
being catholic, but of subsequent generations, one born shortly
before World War Two, the other much after, one whose father
served in Hitler's army, the other from a kin of which members
perished in Dachau and RavensbruÈck, one of Austro-German-
Czech background, the other of South-Slavonic creed, and both
from the area of Old Austria, in fact from either half of the Dual
Monarchy: Is a change of name really inexcusable if the propositus
is from amongst the noble ``Cohanim''? Would the world be
morally better or richer if Kaposi had kept his name of Kohn, but
perhaps lost his stamina in the world of fervent competition of then
(as of today), and not reached his position, had not done for
medicine and for dermatology what he so successfully did? Also, is
the change of denomination overrated? A change of denomination
does not mean a change of belief. Rites must not be overestimated
± tradition is a personal and emotional matter. Kaposi was a
cosmopolite, multilingual, grandseigneur, one who did not accept
nobilitation, i.e., he did not want to be integrated into the
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Figure 1. Kaposis (family) tomb in Vienna. DoÈblinger Friedhof
(cemetery) (Institute Hist. Med. University of Vienna).
traditional Austro-Hungarian hierarchy of the time. In this sense he
was a modern man, and he was dedicated to dermatology.
Kaposi's textbook was called by Crissey and Parish (1981) one of
the most important texts of the outgoing nineteenth century.
Kaposi staged the 2nd International Congress in Vienna in 1892, he
founded the Austrian Society of Dermatology and Venerology, he
became Keizo Dohi's teacher and thereby transplanted modern
dermatology to East Asia, and his name became a household word
for all residents as an eponym.
Kaposi was not very religious, but then Einstein wasn't either.
Certainly Kaposi was very ambitious - whether this is a desirable
moral quality is open to debate, but it is mandatory for professors-
to-be.
Kaposi can serve as an exemplary idol for career-dermatologists.
He is a paradigm of how a poor country boy from Hungary made it
to the highest echelons of academia in Vienna and become a
®gurehead of his discipline. The decades after his death display how
racism can uproot even the ®nest scholarly traditions.
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